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East had really much to do with that unfortunate enterprise.
Much less could she guess that, in so far as he cared for any-
thing outside his own advancement, he cared for the cause of
Italian unity, even if achieved against Papal desires. This true
attitude of Napoleon III., revealed in 1859, came as a great
shock to Catholic opinion, ever too shortsighted to realize that
no Bonaparte could be a Charles X. Napoleon on the other
side had made the mistake of trying to repudiate his real
origins. It was as a democratic, popularly chosen ruler that
he had come forward; in that position lay his strength. Even
in 1851 he underestimated his popularity; there seems little
doubt that the Coup flLtat could have been successfully accom-
plished without recourse to force and proscription, as a direct
peaceful appeal to public opinion. As the incarnation of the
revolutionary spirit, keeping but the externals of democratic
form, he would have been given virtually a free hand.
" Napoleon/' said Falloux,1 " founded the natural dynasty of
the Revolution. When the Revolution realizes it needs to be
defended against its own excesses, or against powerful foes, it
falls back on Napoleon. Revolution objects to strong authority
only when it is in the hands of its traditional enemies ; a strong
authority that gives it confidence and flatters it by appealing
to its origins never displeases it greatly." No upstart ruler,
on the other hand, could really count on the unquestioned
support of Church or Conservatism. "Reaction," truly
observes Edmond About,2 " will never be devoted to him.
Only on us [Republicans] can he depend for the success of
his great schemes. Reaction will never forget his revolutionary
origin, whereas the Revolution has forgiven him his harshness
and his mistakes."
Established in 1849 ^7 the Roman expedition, and conse-
crated by the Church blessing of the Coup d'Etat as a thank-
offering for the Lot Falloux> the Clerico-Bonaparte alliance
was to remain for some ten years the basis both of Catholic
and of Imperial policy. While the new Emperor went out of
his way to give to the Church signal marks of his favour, and
bowed the policy of the realm to Catholic considerations both
1 Memoirs, ii., p. 115.	3 Question romeint, p. xiL
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